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March Program –
Ron Stocke

April Program –
Donna Zagotta

Born in 1966 in Chico
California, Ron Stocke moved
to the Pacific Northwest in
1979. His interest in drawing
and painting started early.
Ron received his formal
training at JM Perry Technical
Art Institute, where he holds a
degree in Graphic Arts and
Illustration. Ron started his
artistic journey in a Yakama
high school with his first
mentor, Chuck Nazz, an
established and well respected
northwest watercolor artist.
Ron met Chuck in the mid 1980’s and painted with him for
nearly four years.
He went on to college with a major in illustration. He
was also influenced by the renowned artist Zoltan Szabo.
Szabo’s most memorable lesson for Ron was that he had
painted for over fifty years and was just getting it! Ron also
sought instruction from Alvaro Castagnet. Ron now lives in
Everett, WA.
Ron’s representational style is both exciting and unique
and his combinations of lost and found edges separate his
work from that of his peers. His focus is to simplify shapes
and exaggerate values.
“No other medium can capture the feeling of a wet
surface or the feeling of light better than watercolor. This is
evident in most of my work and I try to exploit it as much as
possible.”
Living in the Pacific Northwest, Ron paints marine
scenes as well as landscapes but his interest in architecture is
prevalent in most of his work. His cityscapes have become
his primary focus. He works 60% in studio and 40% on
location.
Continued on page 4

2014 Open Show Juror
and Workshop Instructor
by Shirley Jordan
Donna Zagotta, AWS, NWS, will be in Seattle as juror for
our 2014 Open Exhibition. She will also teach a 5-day
workshop from April 21–April 25, 2014. In a recent email, on
the workshop, which is titled “Adding the You Factor to
Paintings”. Everyone will be working from their own photo,
sketches or drawings. She will demonstrate how she goes
from reference material to finished painting, and will also
demonstrate how to add body to watercolor with white
gouache, which allows for more spontaneity, easy
corrections and changes during the process.

Donna has a feature article in the April, 2014 issue of
Watercolor Artist magazine, titled “The Color Project”. It is an
in-depth study in color analysis. In the article, Donna
discusses the advantages of using watercolor in a way that
allows for spontaneity, improvisation, correction, and

Upcoming Membership Meetings
March 25, Ron Stocke • April 22, Donna Zagotta
St. Andrew’s Lutheran Church • 6:45 Social Hour • 7:15 Meeting

Continued on page 4
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On January 14th, I had a total hip
replacement. The entire operation took
45 minutes, and I went home 26 hours
later. Two weeks after surgery I was
walking without pain.
I bring this up not to talk about my
operation, but to talk about the
importance of good friends. None of my
remaining family members lives in the
Seattle area, and without the wonderful
friends who came to my aid, the whole
experience would have been very
difficult. They took me to the hospital,
brought me home, stayed with me the
first night to make sure I was doing well,
and filled my freezer with delicious
meals that lasted a full month. Shirley
Jordan, NWWS’s Vice President, even
came to my home to clean my cat box
and take out my garbage… now that is a
true friend.
I would not even know Shirley and
many of my other great friends if I were
not involved with NWWS… there are so
many NWWS members and volunteers I
have come to admire and enjoy working
with, they are too numerous to name.
What my operation brought home to
me all over again is that NWWS is an
organization fueled and given life
because of the dedication and
commitment of wonderful women and
men. They devote their time to
furthering its mission of promoting and
elevating the art of water media, and
encouraging the growth and creativity
of its artist members… and in the

process, amazing friendships are
formed.
I have mentioned the importance of
becoming involved before. In fact, some
might even accuse me of being a broken
record on the subject. But I reiterate it
again here: everything NWWS
accomplishes—from creating
informative and fun monthly meetings
to hosting juried exhibitions that rival
the best in the country to planning the
amazing events that will be part of our
75th Anniversary Diamond Gala in
2015—is made possible through the
skills, willingness, and enthusiasm of
our volunteers. We are a great team and
I feel grateful to be a part of it.
Please think about what you can do
to be part of our team and help NWWS
continue fulfilling its mission. Next time
you get a call asking for help, say “yes”
or better yet, call us and offer your
services. Not only will you be fulfilled by
your contribution and generosity, you
will make life-long friends as a result. I
certainly have.
To my wonderful friends in NWWS,
thank you so much!
Molly Murrah
President

Carla O’Connor

!

Studio Open House

May 17 - 18, 2014
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
3619 47th St. Ct. NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
www.carlaoconnor.com

Editorial
White on White
One of the most
challenging exercises for
watercolorists is to paint
a white object on white
paper. I learned from the
master, Dan Riley that
it’s all in the shadows.
Actually, his advice
concerned portrait
painting but the
principal is the same.
The shaded portion
of a white object in
sunlight is much darker
than you think and white
objects are more colorful
than you realize. The irony is that any portion of a painting
left as a large expanse of white paper does not read nearly as
white as one containing tints of color and subtle shadows.
We held a white elephant exchange at the Rotary
Christmas party, so of course, I had to paint a white
elephant. It was a huge hit. That led to this old boy who sold
instantly at the next Rotary meeting.
The Editor’s Contest in this issue challenges you to
attempt a white object. Send me a jpeg of your best effort.

Try a snow scene or paint a white barn. How about a white
egg on a white table cloth?
It’s all in the shadows!

Jeff Waters– White Bull Elephant

Editor’s Contest
(Back by Popular Demand)

White on White
One of the most challenging tasks is to paint a white
object on white
paper. For this
contest, paint a
white building,
animal, flower
or other object
on white paper
and send it to
the editor at
Jeffrey.waters@
comcast.net.
Jpeg image,
please. The top
three paintings
will be
reproduced in
the next Hot
Press – more if
space allows.
Hint: It’s all
in the shadows.
See the
editorial.
Editor’s effort.
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MARCH PROGRAM
Continued from page 1

“The journey and challenge never
end. You are always alone in your work,
teaching yourself”.
He spends time daily with his
sketch books and frequents life drawing
classes as time permits. His small studio
in his home is only 6 x 12 feet, and has a
small window. Ron has left one wall in
his studio unfinished so that he can
draw on it. Here, Ron has worked out

compositions for many of his paintings.
In Ron’s opinion, drawing is the most
important tool an artist has.
“If you want to learn to paint, learn
to draw.”
With his art, he feels he is simply
recording his life. Indeed he spends
time daily with his sketch books and
frequents life drawing classes as time
permits.
Ron is working on a book for North
light Books, conducting workshops, and
still working full time as an art supply
representative all over the Pacific
Northwest. Ron is known for his
wonderful urban motifs and is currently
working on a floral series; a new
adventure for him. He used to think of
himself as a colorist, but now more of a
value painter. His work is highly
dramatic. He has a few basic principles
in his work.
“Don’t use colors that don’t occur
in nature. How can I drive values to the
extreme?”
Ron paints with a limited palette,
uses large round sable brushes, and
paints very directly. “Don’t paint
anything you can’t hit with a baseball!”
He also likes to paint the essence of
a scene or subject and not copy but
react to what he sees, especially light
and shadow. Ron sees his future
continuing to paint, teach, travel and
host international workshops and of
course, finish his book.
www.ronstocke.com.

APRIL PROGRAM
Continued from page 1

revision, and how adding white
gouache to your palette gives you the
best of both worlds.
On her blog, Donna says, “2013 was
a fun, exciting, and very busy year for
me. I traveled to Alaska, Canada,
California’s wine country, and many
other locales to teach my workshop,
‘Adding the You Factor to Paintings.’
“One of the ways I keep myself
‘forever a student’ is to create a learning
project for myself once or twice a year.
Lately my projects seem to all revolve
around composition and design. How
about you? What are you going to be
studying this year?”
Donna also posted the following 9
things to pursue. What good advice! I
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really like this, and plan to put it to
work!
Here are 9 things to pursue:
1. Your passion
It begins and ends with love. In his
book Creating, Robert Fritz said, “Love
is what creating is about… Love is often
thought of as…something we can ‘fall
into’… (that kind of ) love is a response
and not a cause… In the creative
process, love is generative rather than
simply responsive. The object of your
love does not yet exist… From nothing,
something is formed.”
2. Subjects you love
Find subjects that matter to you,
that attract you… that speak to you.
What you are naturally attracted to is
what distinguishes you from everyone
else.
3. Self-education
Set up a program and a plan to
develop the skills and gather up the
knowledge and information you need to
do the kind of work you dream of doing.
4. Methods for nurturing your
creative self
Make a plan for dealing with fear,
failure, and discouragement. How will
you nurture yourself, dust yourself off,
and start all over again?
5. Starting and finishing lots of
paintings
Just do it! Doing is the core
ingredient. Doing is what will make all
the difference.
6. Looking at a lot of art
Look not with the idea of copying,
but with the idea of finding new options
and ideas for moving your art forward.
7. Your connection to Art History
Many of the problems we deal with
in our paintings have been dealt with by
the masters. We don’t have to re-invent
the wheel!
8. Journaling
A written art journal is a great place
to make lists, set goals, clarify ideas, and
make plans for how you will nurture
your artist self and grow your art.
9. Authenticity

July 5 ~12, 2015
Northwest Watercolor Society’s
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We’re celebrating our 75th Anniversary in grand style with big
plans in store for attending members and guests.
t

0OF&YIJCJUJPO_ The Water works Membership Exhibition will be combined with the International
Open Exhibition and hosted by the Washington State Convention Center.

 /8843FUSPTQFDUJWF4IPXBOE#PPL_Ar t from our early founders and members who
played a pivotal role in Nor thwest early American ar t will be on display. A coﬀee table retrospective
book will be published and available for pre -sale in early 2015.

 *OUFSOBUJPOBMMZ,OPXO+VSPST_Alvaro Castagnet and Judy Morris are the jurors for the
Open Exhibition. Sign up for Castagnet’s plein air 5-day workshop or Morris’ in studio 5- day
workshop. Discount for NWWS members.

 (BMB"XBSET#BORVFU_Saturday evening, July 11th at the Crowne Plaza Hotel with swag
bags of goodies for attendees. An event not to be missed. Special room rates at the hotel for
out-of-town guests. Registration details to come.

 1SFTFOUFS8PSLTIPQT_Mini-workshops and lectures by our jurors and NWWS member
teachers on Saturday, July 11th before the banquet. Many topics to choose from. More info to come.
t

4QFDJBM%BOJFM4NJUI&WFOU_ Daniel Smith Seattle will host an exclusive NWWS members
evening event and factor y tour on Friday, July 10th.

 7FOEPS'BJS_Major ar t product vendors will talk about their products and hand out free samples!
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75th Anniversar y Diamond Gala Co-Chairs ~ Theresa Goesling and Cindy Briggs ~ Email: makeever ydayapainting@yahoo.com

Opportunities
41st Annual Rocky Mountain
National Watermedia Exhibition Call for Entries. Presented by Foothills
Art Center in Golden, Colorado.
Submission Deadline: May 12, 2014
(mailed in). May 26, 2014 (online).
Exhibition Dates: September 13 –
October 26, 2014. Juror Linda A. Doll
will offer a workshop, “Seeing the Light”,
at Foothills Art Center August 5-7, 2014
(Tuesday-Thursday). For more information, please visit the ‘education’ page
on our website: www.foothillsartcenter.
org or email education@foothillsart
center.org or call 303-279-3922
extension 32.
AQUARIUS 2014, Open Pacific
Regional Watermedia Exhibit
sponsored by Central Coast Watercolor
Society (California) July 5 - August 30,
2014 Deadline- April 15, 2014 Details/
Prospectus www.CCWSart.com.

parisiart@msn.com. 1 ½ Day Workshop
is $165. July 19, 9-4 and July 20, 9-1 with
a lunch break on Saturday. The
workshops will be held at the Mermaid
Cove Gallery and Gifts workshop room
located at 739 Point Brown Avenue NW,
Ocean Shores, WA 98569.
www.kathycollinswatercolors.com.
Charlene Collins Freeman, nwws,
Sketchbook Tour of Venice, Paris &
London September 1 -10, 2014. $3500
plus airfare (from your departure city to
the Marco Polo Airport in Venice and
return from London) and meals. If you
would like to join us for the travel but
not the art workshops, there is the
option to do so. The cost is $3,100 plus
airfare and meals. A commitment
deposit of $350/person is due on May 1.
Charlene Collins Freeman at
charlene.freeman@me.com

Artescape: Experimental
Watermedia Workshop. Come join
us in Eatonville from Sat. March 29 Thursday April 3. Great location,
amazing accommodations & food, plus
6 projects presented to excite your
creative juices. Total cost $400. Contact
Tis Huberth at: tiswatercolorsetc@
yahoo.com or 206-661-4384.
Catherine Gill – Peder Bay

Kathy Collins – Ocean Shores

Kathy Collins will teach the secrets to
exquisitely simple, yet powerful
impressionistic watercolor using her
technique for rapid-process painting.
Students will paint a variety of genres
while learning to achieve dramatic high
contrast paintings using large brushes,
charging in color, and mixing flowing
wet paint right on the paper. Call Linda
Parisi, 360-589-9330 or email Linda at
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Cathe Gill – Two-day weekend studio
workshops. $185, max of 12, Feb 22/23 Principle of Ooze. Learn how to mix
watercolor with chalk pastel in layers on
wet watercolor paper. Let them ooze
together for a playful, creative, colorful
painting with texture and line work.
Intermediate level in watercolor
necessary. Basic pastel techniques will
be covered. Mar 29–30. Got Edges? Learn the techniques to get soft, hard,
rough edges in watercolor, mixed media
of ooze, or oil. Intermediate level. 206
465-0491. cathe@catherinegill.com or
register on www.catherinegill.com.
Entries for How We See Her, an allmedia juried exhibition about the
perception of the contemporary
woman, are now being accepted at the
Foundry Art Centre. Artists of any

gender are invited to explore what it
means to be a female in today’s society.
The exhibition runs from March 14 –
April 25, 2014 with an opening
reception on Friday, March 14, 2014
from 6pm-8pm. Award winners will be
announced at the opening reception.
For more information, to submit your
pieces online, or if you have questions,
visit www.foundryartcentre.org.

Marilynn Derwenskus – Under Chicago
Bridges

Marilynn Derwenskus, Ball State
University Painting Professor Emeritus,
will teach at Kanuga Watermedia
Workshops in the beautiful Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina March 30April 4, 2014. The workshop, “Building
Bold and Beautiful Paintings”, will
address words as concept and
image. Ideas will develop from
contemporary thought, historical Greek
vase figures, tattoos, today’s graphic
design strategies, poetry, culture, and
more. Using strong design strategies
and employing traditional and
contemporary watermedia techniques
in combination with concepts and
images based on words will nurture
bold and beautiful paintings. This
workshop is designed for the artist who
seeks uniquely new and personal
paintings. A model will be used one
day. marilynnderwenskus@yahoo.com.
Pacific Regent, an upscale retirement
community in Bellevue, seeks artists
who would like to display their work
here for a 3-month period from April 26
through July 26, 2014. Up to
three entries accepted. The building is
secure, only open to residents and
guests. The current exhibition at Pacific
Regent has had several sales in just the
first month! No commissions or entry
Continued on page 7

Opportunities
fees. All sales will be handled by
Susanne Werner 425-3739681, swlovesart@gmail.com. Contact
Susanne for more details.
Paul Jackson Workshop
5/22-5/24 2014 in Issaquah. $325.
Marla@PaulJackson.com to place a
deposit and reserve your space. Paul is a
Signature member of AWS and NWS;
has both won first place in our Open
Exhibition and Jurored it. He has also
been a Juror for AWS, and has taught
workshops all over the world. He has
also recently published his first book
titled The Wandering Watercolorist.
www.PaulJackson.com.

Gold Medal Fellowship –
A status above Signature Member
A new status above the Signature Member was proposed and has been
approved by the Board of Directors. It will be called Gold Medal
Fellowship. It will go into effect starting with this year’s 74th Annual
International Open Exhibition. As a Gold Medal Fellow, you will be
given a GMF Certificate and a GMF lapel pin.
This new status is to encourage Signature Members to submit their
best work to NWWS exhibitions. It is to motivate, stimulate, excite and
inspire Signature Members to create and submit award-winning
paintings to NWWS exhibitions, promoting further development as
artists and helping them achieve higher status within the organization.
This status is obtained on merit, using a point system. An NWWS
member must be a Signature Member first before obtaining points
toward this status. Signature Members must acquire 5 or more points
to obtain this new status.
Open Exhibition:
First Place Award
Second Place Award
Third Place Award
An Award

5 points
4 points
3 points
2 points

Waterworks:
First Place Award
3 points
Second Place Award 2 points
Third Place Award 1 point

1. If a non-Signature Member receives ANY AWARD in an NWWS
Annual International Open Exhibition or NWWS Waterworks
Exhibition, his/her award will receive NO points that will apply
towards the Gold Medal Fellowship. A member must first be a
Signature Member for award points to count, with this one
exception...
Theresa Goesling & Cindy Briggs Venice, Italy - June 26 to July 2, 2014
Plein Air Watercolor with bonus
cooking class. Barcelona & Costa Brava,
Spain, May 3-10, 2015. Plein air
painting & journaling. For information
on European and US workshops.
www.makeeverydayapainting.com.
Tis Huberth Classes for the
“Frustrated Artist” continue this spring
with five sessions at the South Hill
Artists Studio in Puyallup March 13,
April 10, 24 and May 8, 22. $40 per class
or $160 with preregistration for all
classes. tiswatercolorsetc@yahoo.com.

2. If a non-Signature Member has a) already obtained point(s)
towards Signature Membership (needing only 1 point from an
NWWS Open Exhibition or from an NWWS Waterworks
Exhibition); b) is accepted into said exhibition qualifying
him/her for Signature Membership; and c) receives an
award, he/she may apply the points from this award toward
the GMF by becoming a Signature Member at this time.
3. We will NOT extend award points to Signature Members from
any NWWS Exhibitions held before this award program was
approved and instituted.
4. For GMF status, a member must have at least 3 points from an
NWWS Annual International Open Exhibition. The call letter
designation for a Gold Medal Fellowship member will be:
NWWS-GMF.
NWWS will track Signature Members with their points recorded by the
NWWS Database Administrator/ Debbie Haggman.
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Member News

Celebrate the Grays: Painting with Neutrals
By Kathy Collins, NWWS

Chris Beck will be an invited exhibitor
in the Eau en Couleurs International
Watercolour Biennial 2014, which will
be held from August 15 to September 7,
2014 at the Castle of Bourgogne in
Estaimbourg, Belgium.

Living in the Pacific Northwest we
are surrounded by beautiful gray tones,
whether it be misty waterways or cloudcovered mountains and beaches.
Whereas some would wish for clear
skies and color, I say let’s celebrate our
grays! Misty neutral tones are
representative of Western Washington’s
lush forests and softly illuminated
seashores and are made to order for the
medium of watercolor.
I love to paint rainy day scenes
because it gives me a chance to work
with multiple values of gray, and when
it comes to eye-catching watercolor,
value will trump color most of the time.
Using a few complementary hues, a
painter can derive tones ranging from
black, through all shades of gray, to the
white of the paper.
Some examples of colors that I
regularly combine to attain beautiful
grays: Winsor & Newton ultramarine
blue, burnt sienna, raw sienna, and
cerulean blue. These hues when mixed
in various combinations will produce
neutral tones from warm to cool.
For example, add more blue and
you will get a cold gray, more sienna
and a warm gray will appear. But any
combination of two complementary
colors will produce a gray, e.g. yellow
and purple, red and green, or blue and
orange.

Marilynn Derwenskus – Laser Tag and More

Marilynn Derwenskus received the
WSI Members Award for her painting,
Laser Tag and More, in the Watercolor
Society of Indiana’s 31st Annual
Exhibition at the Indianapolis Museum
of Art. She also received a Winsor
Newton Award for her painting, Under
Chicago Bridges, in The Pennsylvania
Watercolor Society’s 34th International
Juried Exhibition.

included two examples of paintings
done with only ultramarine and
cerulean blue and the siennas: one is a
misty northwest beach, and the other a
winter snow scene.

Congratulations to our
newest signature
member:
Laurie GoldsteinWarren
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Kathy Collins is one of the featured
artists in the new book 100 Artists of the
Northwest just released by Schiffer
Press, now available from the publisher
or from Amazon.
Sandy Kay’s painting Of This Time…Of
That Place has been awarded
Honorable Mention in The Artist’s
Magazine “Over 60” Competition. The
award will be listed in the March issue.
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For studio painting, I print out my
photos in black and white, and the
result is a neutral-toned picture
revealing the dark and light pattern.
This design will then be the basis for
painting with various gray tones. To
illustrate the wide range of possibilities
for painting with neutrals I have
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Wiegardt on Watercolor
The FLEETING
MOMENT
“I have been
painting for
weeks – Sea,
Fish, and the
morning redness.
Someday
perhaps one
paper will
miraculously
bloom before my
eyes...much must
transpire within
myself first...for painting is no longer
painting, but is increasingly the
concentrated moments of fleeting
clarity. These moments must be
sustained and permeate my whole
being, for I find that one must be what
he seeks to utter—for inevitably one
utters what he is.” Morris Graves (Book:
Brian Rutenberg by Martica Sawin)
There is one source of help that is
often overlooked when the artist is
trying to pull his or her painting
together, especially towards the end of
the painting process. We wonder what
information is needed to organize it
into a well designed visual statement.

American Watercolor Society
2012 Gold Medal of Honor
SCHOOL OF PAINTING
WATERCOLOR WORKSHOPS
March- May 2014
3/10-14, Walla Walla, WA—3/24-28, Enumclaw, WA
4/7-11, St. Louis, MO—4/21-23, Long Beach, WA
4/28-5/2, Gloucester, MA—5/19-23, Snohomish, WA

From the Watercolor Store & School of Painting
March Special
Flat Brush 1 in.-*Getting Started Art Kit


(*cont’d thru April)
April Special
Flowers Free & Easy DVD-Introductory Paint Set
May Special
Color Mixing & Color in Shadows DVDs
VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE!
www.ericwiegardt.com
Every month special on-line & at Wiegardt Studio Gallery:
Painting Loosely DVD Series, Workbooks, Art Supplies
Original Paintings, Giclees Prints & Lithographs

TO CONTACT US:
Box 1114 · Ocean Park, WA 98640

(360) 665-5976
www.ericwiegardt.com
watercolors@ericwiegardt.com

Eric Wiegardt – Fleeting Light

Naturally, we will study more carefully
our photo reference for more
information, or if on location, our motif.
Both may be a wrong course of
action. Rather, the most often neglected
strength that each of us has is our
subconscious. It has stored up all the
successes and failures over the years,
and can direct us to the problematic
areas of the painting, as well as confirm
the well executed areas. But how do we
tap into such a wealth of knowledge? It is
not from looking at the reference -either
the photograph or from life.
This moment of clarity that tells us
the next move in the painting, is
extremely subtle and fleeting – a fraction
of a second. It is so quick and quiet that
one will easily dismiss it as not worthy of
attention, yet is extremely powerful and
accurate. It cannot be heard if we are
preoccupied with a reference. One needs
to be looking solely, with a relaxed and
clear mind, at the painting design: only
the shape and color developments, and
nothing else. (I have a mirror next to my
taboret where I can see a reversed image,
and thus trick my mind into seeing
instantaneously a new design.) The
moment of clarity can easily be
dismissed, because minor considerations will begin to demand

adjustments. Don’t be sidetracked. We
need to sustain the high level of visual
awareness for as long as possible. This
takes much practice and discipline, and
sometimes it is held for only minutes, if
not seconds.
I think the greatest artists have
learned to extend this acuity for longer
periods. When it falls off, the artist
should put the brush down, take a break,
and later look at the painting again in a
very abstract manner. When this clear
vision returns, attack the painting!
(Sometimes I need to get it all jump
started, which requires a committed
stroke. This takes a degree of courage
and risk...to the point of possibly ruining
the painting.)
Remember the instantaneous
response of the fleeting voice-it will most
likely point to the area that needs to be
resolved.
Keep your brush wet!
Eric
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John Cogley Carries Forward the Dan Smith Legacy
By Donna Caulton
In the 1970’s, when printmaker and entrepreneur
Dan Smith opened his first store in Seattle on the north
end of Queen Anne Hill, no one imagined just where
these beginning steps might lead. Present day owner
and CEO of the company, John Cogley, however, has no
difficulty enthusiastically “imagining” DANIEL SMITH
INC into the future. Once a company for Seattle artists,
the innovative product development and attention to
quality product lines for art makers of all mediums and
skill levels have made the Seattle based and web based
stores invaluable resources for artists everywhere.
John Cogley joined the DANIEL SMITH Company
in 1988 as a computer operator. Although his education
and skills were those of a programmer, John was
between jobs at the time and decided to take the risk.
Why? Because he was promised that at DANIEL SMITH
INC he could grow within the company as far as his
imagination and initiative would carry him. The
promise of growth overshadowed the risk for the eager
28 year old. John’s drive to live his life productively and
creatively plunged him into a trajectory that continues
to propel him: the hope of putting DANIEL SMITH
products into the hands of every artist world-wide.
When the opportunity arose to begin building skills to
become a CEO, John went to graduate school at
University of Washington and earned a Master’s Degree
in Business. Under the guidance of CEO Bill
Crumbaker, he followed recommended steps toward
proficiency. While filling in at times as CEO, he was
encouraged to make independent decisions, and he
was later hired by Dan Smith as CEO. In 1995 John
became partial owner of the company and then
officially bought the company in 2007.
John loves his work. His enthusiasm is noticeable in
the way he talks about the development of the
company, his respect for art-making and art, his pride
in the accomplishments and skill sets of his employees,
and the product manufacturing processes in which he
is completely involved. He thoroughly believes in his
and the company’s ability to develop and provide high
quality, innovative art supplies into a seemingly
unlimited future.
Although personable and outgoing, John considers
his employees to be the public face of the company.
“The majority of my staff has either a BFA or MFA. I
have two chemists who work in manufacturing,
whereas most companies in similar businesses have
one or none. We have really really smart people who
use both right and left sides of the brain well.”
Within the store, the artist employees are
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challenged to try a lot of the products and are able not
only to provide the customers with invaluable
information but, in turn, to learn from the customers.
Many highly skilled artists shop and teach at DANIEL
SMITH, but all art makers are considered customers,
including the novice who is just beginning to learn art
skills. High grade professional products are available,
and novices are encouraged to buy materials of the best
quality they can afford. This strengthens the possibility
for desirable results early in the learning process.

Photography is John’s chosen art medium.
Although he does not refer to himself as an artist, his
interests in composition, in using the best materials
and learning from artists he respects shine through in
the quality of his photographs. He shows his respect
for artists in many ways, not the least of which is to
purchase art himself. Sculptural pieces are at the top of
his list.
In the workplace John finds excitement and
challenge in the manufacturing side of the business.
Every opportunity to find out what an artist might
need, that he or she cannot find, is an opportunity to
step out in the forefront and try to develop such a
material. DANIEL SMITH INC is often the first to
manufacture a particular product, or if not, at least to
make the best product available.
Continued on page 11

JOHN COGLEY CARRIES FORWARD THE DAN
SMITH LEGACY | Continued
When Dan Smith developed his original
printmaking inks they became the first products to
carry the DANIEL SMITH label. Oil paints were the first
line of paints developed, beginning in the early 1980s.
These were followed by watercolors and watercolor
sticks. John was hands-on in the development of
approximately 80 of the oil colors and 220 of the
watercolors. In developing the Prima Tek watercolors,
made from natural semiprecious stones, John has
personally been involved throughout the process.
In the manufacturing plant there are three types of
mills with capacity to grind ores, gems and other
sources of pigment to fine powders suitable for paint
manufacture. The chemists test every portion of a
batch at every step of paint development. Quality
control is paramount. When a pigment comes
available, if it is of high quality, the company purchases
as much as is available in order to be able to reproduce
color batches with consistency. On site is a 3000 square
foot warehouse floor filled with files of “retains”. These
are numbered and dated samples from each paint

batch manufactured by the company, three from each
batch. Years later it is possible to guarantee matching
color and consistency batch to batch.
Another way that quality is enhanced is through
truth in advertising, an aspect highly important to John
and to the integrity of the company. “If another
company uses our product name, such as lapis, we
don’t mind, but it may not actually be lapis. If I say our
product is lapis, then it is lapis; if I say it’s serpentine,
it’s serpentine.” In the manufacturing plant lapis,
purchased as massives, which are 50 to 200 pound
rocks, is refined to a semiprecious stone pigment form
at 80% purity. Prima Tek watercolor made from this
pigment will have characteristics that are not
reproducible from a pure blue pigment such as
ultramarine blue, a pigment which some competitors
have labeled “lapis”.
The number of available watercolor triads, which
are John’s innovations, continues to grow. New
products are frequently introduced. NWWS members
sometimes teach in the DANIEL SMITH facilities.
Ongoing quality and a promise of interesting products
yet to come can be trusted to provide exciting
experimentation for artists in the future. The caring
philosophy of John Cogley is in no small way
responsible for the brightness of this vision of the
future. In his own words: “I like that I make a product
that is a good product. Its results can show love. It
doesn’t cause destruction; it doesn’t do harm in its
results; the end product creates beauty.”
In the Seattle area, the Northwest Watercolor
Society is particularly fortunate to have DANIEL
SMITH INC as its neighbor and sponsor. The company
has been extremely supportive of the Society’s
endeavors, and the artist members dearly love and
frequently utilize the superior products developed by
DANIEL SMITH INC. In July of 2015, the NWWS will be
celebrating a major milestone: its 75th Anniversary
Diamond Gala Celebration. DANIEL SMITH will be a
premier sponsor for this grand event. It is with much
gratitude for the generosity of the renowned DANIEL
SMITH Company, of John Cogley and the employees of
DANIEL SMITH that the NWWS embarks on this
momentous adventure.

Photography/Fine Art Giclee Prints
By Frances Velling
Many people ask me where I get my Giclee prints made.
I have used Color One, at 411 2nd Ave. Ext. So., Seattle,
206 622 7107 for 7 or 8 years. Owner Carl Cooper
photographs my paintings and makes Giclee prints, then
gives me a CD. Every job has been perfection. I have
had several “professional” companies and no one comes
close to the quality as Color One.
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Snoqualmie Arts Commission
presents

The Sixth Annual
Snoqualmie Plein Air Paint Out

EVENT DATE: Saturday, August 16, 2014. Railroad Days Celebration. Sites: Painting will occur throughout Snoqualmie’s
city parks and key locations. Venues will be provided for instructor demonstrations. REGISTRATION: Event check in will be
at 9:00 am at the Snoqualmie Arts Commission booth. Booths and painting sales are allowed, but artists must be working on
site throughout the day. No commission will be taken from paintings sold; no city business license will be required on
August 16 for participating artists. INFORMATION: Jeffrey.waters@comcast.net.
Awards: Grand Prize – Poster for 2014

2nd – $100 Daniel Smith Certificate

3rd – $50 Daniel Smith Certificate

REGISTRATION FORM – All Skill Levels Welcome! Judging at 3:00 at The Black Dog
Additional registration forms may be downloaded from the City of Snoqualmie website at www.cityofsnoqualmie.org.
Artist Name: __________________________________________________________________________

Instructor (circle one): Yes No

Media: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Affiliation: ______________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________________________________
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A Brush with Art
Northwest Watercolor Society
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